Japanese Businesses – 1910
South Park, San Francisco
(district existed 1906-1933)

* Buildings are interpolated from 1915 Sanborn Insurance Maps; they may not be entirely accurate for 1910.
Bold-faced names of Japanese-American businesses compiled from business directories by JAM, provided courtesy of Mr. Seizo Oka, Japanese American History Archives (JAHA).
Map ©2003 by Ben Pease (415) 387-1437. Email: benpease@mindspring.com
Japanese Businesses – 1920s
South Park, San Francisco
(district existed 1906-1933)

* Buildings are interpolated from 1915 Sanborn Insurance Maps; they may not be entirely accurate for 1920s.
Bold-faced names of Japanese-American businesses compiled from business directories by JAM, provided courtesy of Mr. Seizo Oka, Japanese American History Archives (JAHA).
The 1920 map is corroborated with period photos from JAHA.
Map ©2003 by Ben Pease (415) 387-1437. Email: benpease@mindspring.com